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õäë: 538.9PACS: 75.10.-b�ÅÒÍÏÄÉÎÁÍ�ÞÎ� ×ÌÁÓÔÉ×ÏÓÔ� Ó��Î- 12 �Ï�ÅÒÅÞÎÏÇÏ XX ÌÁÎ-�ÀÖËÁ Ú ×ÚÁ¤ÍÏÄ�¤À äÚÑÌÏÛÉÎÓØËÏÇÏ-íÏÒ�Ñ: �ÏÞÎÉÊ ÒÏÚ-×'ÑÚÏË ÄÌÑ ÓËÏÒÅÌØÏ×ÁÎÏÇÏ ÌÏÒÅÎ�Ï×ÏÇÏ ÂÅÚÌÁÄÕïÌÅÇ äÅÒÖËÏ, êÏÇÁÎÅÓ ò�ÈÔÅÒáÎÏÔÁ��Ñ. íÉ ÒÏÚÛÉÒÀ¤ÍÏ ÒÏÚÇÌÑÄ Ó��Î- 12 �Ï�ÅÒÅÞÎÏÇÏ XX ÌÁÎ-�ÀÖËÁ Ú ÓËÏÒÅÌØÏ×ÁÎÉÍ ÌÏÒÅÎ�Ï×ÉÍ ÂÅÚÌÁÄÏÍ (Phys. Rev. B 55,14298 (1997)) ÎÁ ×É�ÁÄÏË �ÒÉÓÕÔÎÏÓÔ� ÄÏÄÁÔËÏ×Ï§ Í�ÖÓ��ÎÏ×Ï§ ×ÚÁ-¤ÍÏÄ�§ äÚÑÌÏÛÉÎÓØËÏÇÏ-íÏÒ�Ñ. ðÏËÁÚÁÎÏ, ÑË ÕÓÅÒÅÄÎÅÎÁ Ý�ÌØÎ�ÓÔØÓÔÁÎ�× ÍÏÖÅ ÂÕÔÉ ÏÂÞÉÓÌÅÎÁ ÔÏÞÎÏ. òÅÚÕÌØÔÁÔÉ �ÒÉ×ÅÄÅÎÏ ÄÌÑ Ý�ÌØ-ÎÏÓÔ� ÓÔÁÎ�× � �Ï�ÅÒÅÞÎÏ§ ÎÁÍÁÇÎ�ÞÅÎÏÓÔ�.Thermodynami properties of spin- 12 transverse XX hain withDzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation: Exat solution for orre-lated Lorentzian disorderOleg Derzhko, Johannes RihterAbstrat. We extend the onsideration of the spin- 12 transverse XXhain with orrelated Lorentzian disorder (Phys. Rev. B 55, 14298(1997)) for the ase of additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interspin inter-ation. It is shown how the averaged density of states an be alulatedexatly. Results are presented for the density of states and the transversemagnetization.
 ¶ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔ Æ�ÚÉËÉ ËÏÎÄÅÎÓÏ×ÁÎÉÈ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ 2002Institute for Condensed Matter Physis 2002



1 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔReently the spin- 12 XX hain with random Lorentzian exhangeoupling Jn and a transverse �eld 
n that depends linearly on the sur-rounding exhange ouplings Jn�1 and Jn has been examined [1℄. Obvi-ously, due to the relation between the transverse �eld and the randomexhange ouplings we have a model of orrelated disorder. The Jordan-Wigner method [2℄ and the method elaborated by John and Shreiber[3℄ permitted to derive exatly the averaged density of states for suha model and as a result to study its thermodynami properties. Appar-ently the most interesting result of introduing the orrelated disorderis the appearane of the nonzero averaged transverse magnetization atzero averaged transverse �eld. Later this e�et was heked numerially[4,5℄. In the present ommuniation we shall extend the model introdu-ing additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interspin interation. Spin- 12 XYhains with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation were studied in severalpapers [6{10℄ in whih it was shown that they exhibit some interestingthermodynami and dynami properties, whih may be of interest forthe understanding of the properties of some quasi-one-dimensional om-pounds (e.g. CsCuCl3). It will be shown below that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation may inuene in spei� manner the thermodynamiproperties of a magneti hain onditioned by orrelated disorder.Hereafter we onsider XX hain in a magneti �eld along z axisonsisting of N spins 12 . The Hamiltonian is de�ned byH = NXn=1
nszn + NXn=1 Jn(sxnsxn+1 + synsyn+1)+ NXn=1Dn(sxnsyn+1 � synsxn+1);s�n+N = s�n : (1)Besides the exhange oupling Jn between the neighbouring sites n andn+1 an additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation Dn between thesesites is introdued, i.e. a more general ase than in Ref. [1℄ is onsidered.In what follows we onsider two models.Model (i) | We assume the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation to beordered, i.e.Dn = D, whereas the exhange ouplings Jn are independentrandom Lorentzian variables with the probability distributionp(Jn) = 1� �(Jn � J0)2 + �2 : (2)
ICMP{02{12E 2The on-site transverse �elds are determined by the formula
n � 
0 = a2(Jn�1 + Jn � 2J0) (3)where a is real and j a j� 1. Note that after putting D = 0 one obtainsthe model onsidered in Ref. [1℄.Model (ii) | We assume the exhange oupling to be ordered, i.e.Jn = J , whereas the Dn are independent random Lorentzian variableswith the probability distributionp(Dn) = 1� �(Dn �D0)2 + �2 : (4)The on-site transverse �elds are determined by the formula
n � 
0 = a2(Dn�1 +Dn � 2D0) (5)where a is real and j a j� 1.With the help of the Jordan-Wigner transformation the Hamiltonian(1) an be rewritten as a Hamiltonian of non-interating spinless fermionsH = NXn=1
n�+n n � 12�+ NXn=1�Jn + iDn2 +n n+1 � Jn � iDn2 n+n+1� (6)with yli boundary onditions. We omitted in (6) the boundary termthat is not essential for the alulation of the thermodynami prop-erties [11℄. Let us introdue the retarded and advaned temperaturedouble-time Green funtions G�nm(t) = �i�(�t)hfn(t); +mgi, G�nm(t) =12� R1�1 d!e�i!tG�nm(! � i�) that satisfy the set of equations(! � i�� 
n)G�nm(! � i�)� �Jn�1 � iDn�12 G�n�1;m(! � i�)+Jn + iDn2 G�n+1;m(! � i�)� = Ænm: (7)Our task is to evaluate the random-averaged Green funtions sine theyyield the random-averaged density of states through the relation�(E) = � 1� ImG�nn(E � i�): (8)



3 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔHaving the independent Lorentzian random variables one may try toperform the random averaging of Eq. (7) with the help of ontour inte-grals. However one must know the positions of the singularities of theGreen funtions in the planes of omplex random variables. The latterinformation an be derived for the de�ned models on the basis of theGershgorin riterion [12℄.Consider at �rst spin model (i) desribed by Eqs. (1) - (3). Supposethat exhange ouplings Jn (and hene the transverse �elds 
n) areomplex variables. As it follows from (7) the singularities of the matrixG� =jj G�nm(! � i�) jj are determined by the zeros of the determinantof the matrix A� iB�det0BBBB� ! � i�� 
1 �J1+iD2 0 : : : �JN�iD2�J1�iD2 ! � i�� 
2 �J2+iD2 : : : 0... ... ... ... ...�JN+iD2 0 0 � � � ! � i�� 
N 1CCCCA=0 (9)where A and B� are the Hermitian matries given byA = 0BBBB� ! �Re
1 � 12ReJ1 � i2D : : : � 12ReJN + i2D� 12ReJ1 + i2D ! �Re
2 : : : 0... ... ... ...� 12ReJN � i2D 0 � � � ! � Re
N 1CCCCA (10)andB� = 0BBB� �� Im
1 � 12 ImJ1 0 : : : � 12 ImJN� 12 ImJ1 �� Im
2 � 12 ImJ2 : : : 0... ... ... ... ...� 12 ImJN 0 0 � � � �� Im
N 1CCCA ; (11)respetively. John and Shreiber notied that if all eigenvalues of B� arepositive then det(A� iB�) 6= 0 [3℄. On the other hand for any eigenvalue� of the matrix B� (11) the Gershgorin riterion guarantees that at leastone of the inequalitiesj�� Im
n � �j � �����12ImJn�1����+ �����12ImJn���� ; n = 1; : : : ; N (12)is satis�ed. Using Eq. (3) we an transform Eq. (12) into����� a2 (ImJn�1 + ImJn)� ���� � 12 jImJn�1j+ 12 jImJnj ;j a j� 1; n = 1; : : : ; N: (13)
ICMP{02{12E 4From (13) it immediately follows that the retarded (advaned) Greenfuntion does not have poles for ImJn < 0 (ImJn > 0) if a � 1 andfor ImJn > 0 (ImJn < 0) if a � �1. Noting that F (: : : ;
n; Jn; : : :) =F (: : : ;
0 � ia�; J0 � i�; : : :) if F (: : : ;
n; Jn; : : :) does not have poles inlower half-planes Jn and F (: : : ;
n; Jn; : : :) = F (: : : ;
0+ia�; J0+i�; : : :)if F (: : : ;
n; Jn; : : :) does not have poles in upper half-planes Jn one �ndsthe following result of averaging the set of equations (7)(! � 
0 � i j a j �)G�nm(!)� �J0 � iD � i sgn(a) �2 G�n�1;m(!)+J0 + iD � i sgn(a) �2 G�n+1;m(!)� = Ænm: (14)The obtained equations possess translational symmetry and proeedingfurther in standard manner one obtains�(E) = 1�spA2 +B2 �A2(A2 +B2) ;A = (E � 
0)2 + (1� j a j2)�2 � J20 �D2;B = 2�[j a j (E � 
0) + sgn(a) J0℄: (15)Consider now spin model (ii) desribed by Eqs. (1), (4), (5). Assumingthat Dn (and hene 
n) are omplex variables we are again examiningthe onditions under whih det(A� iB�) 6= 0 whereA = 0BBBB� ! �Re
1 � 12J � i2ReD1 : : : � 12J + i2ReDN� 12J + i2ReD1 ! �Re
2 : : : 0... ... ... ...� 12J � i2ReDN 0 � � � ! �Re
N 1CCCCA (16)andB� = 0BBBB� �� Im
1 � i2ImD1 0 : : : � i2ImDN� i2 ImD1 �� Im
2 � i2ImD2 : : : 0... ... ... ... ...� i2ImDN 0 0 � � � �� Im
N 1CCCCA : (17)In aordane with [3℄ we are seeking for the onditions under whih alleigenvalues � of the matrix B� (17) are positive using for this purpose



5 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔthe Gershgorin riterion. On the basis of this riterion and relation (5)one �nds that for any � at least one of the following inequalities����� a2 (ImDn�1 + ImDn)� ���� � 12 jImDn�1j+ 12 jImDnj ;j a j� 1; n = 1; : : : ; N (18)must be satis�ed. Eq. (18) immediately yields that the retarded (ad-vaned) Green funtion does not have poles for ImDn < 0 (ImDn > 0)if a � 1 and for ImDn > 0 (ImDn < 0) if a � �1. This observationpermits to average Eq. (7) with the result(! � 
0 � i j a j �)G�nm(!)� �J � iD0 � sgn(a) �2 G�n�1;m(!)+J + iD0 � sgn(a) �2 G�n+1;m(!)� = Ænm: (19)Similarly to the previous ase (see Appendix) we �nd that the random-averaged density of states again is given by Eq. (15), however withA = (E � 
0)2 + (1� j a j2)�2 � J2 �D20 ;B = 2�[j a j (E � 
0) + sgn(a) D0℄: (20)Let us disuss the obtained densities of magnon states for the spinmodels onsidered. First of all note that after replaement J0 ! D0,D ! J the density of states (15) transforms into the density of states(20). Therefore it is suÆient in what follows to onsider only one spinmodel, for instane, model (i) de�ned by (1) - (3). It an be straight-forwardly heked that (15) overs in the partiular ase D = 0 theresult derived in Ref. [1℄. In the limit of diagonal disorder � ! 0,j a j � =  = onst Eq. (15) reprodues the density of states forspin- 12 XX hain with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation in a randomLorentzian transverse �eld with the mean value 
0 and the width ofdistribution  [10℄. The density of states (15) remains the same after thesimultaneous hange of signs of J0 and a; hereafter we hoose J0 > 0.Let us remind how the density of states is inuened by orrelated dis-order in ase ofD = 0 (for details see [1℄). For j a j� 1 the disorder ausesa smearing out of mainly one edge of the magnon band (whih one de-pends on the sign of a). As a result we have R 0�1 dE�(E) 6= R10 dE�(E)at 
0 = 0 that leads to the appearane of a nonzero averaged trans-verse magnetization mz = � 12 R1�1 dE�(E) tanh �E2 at zero averaged
ICMP{02{12E 6transverse �eld 
0. With an inrease of j a j the symmetry of the non-random ase is reovered, i.e., both edges of the magnon band beomesmeared out in a symmetri way, the numbers of states R 0�1 dE�(E)and R10 dE�(E) at 
0 = 0 beome equal to eah other, and mz = 0 at
0 = 0.Figs. 1a, 1b demonstrate the hanges in the behaviour of the averageddensity of states �(E) versus E � 
0 for � = 1, a = �1:01, J0 = 1 forthree di�erent strengths of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation D = 0,D = 1, D = 2. It an be seen that an additional Dzyaloshinskii-Moriyainterspin interation 1) inreases the width of the smoothed magnonband; 2) leads to the reovering of the symmetry with respet to thehange E � 
0 ! �(E � 
0). Thus the inrease of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation leads to the derease of the nonzero value of mz at
0 = 0 (Figs. 1, 1d).In Fig. 2 we depited the inuene of an inrease of the averagedexhange oupling J0 at �xed D = 0. Similarly to the previous ase oneobserves an inreasing of the band width, however, in ontrast to theprevious ase the density of states remains not symmetri with respetto the hange E � 
0 ! �(E � 
0) (Figs. 2a, 2b) and as a result themodel exhibits a notieable nonzero value of mz at 
0 = 0 (Figs. 2, 2d).The di�erene in the behaviour of the density of states with inreasingD or J0 is not surprising sine J0 and D enter in a di�erent way into(15).To summarize, we have studied the spin- 12 transverse XX hain inthe presene of orrelated Lorentzian disorder. Going beyond the resultsgiven in Ref. [1℄ we inlude in the model the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-ation. The assumption of orrelated disorder allows the exat alula-tion of the averaged density of states �(E). The exat formulae (15) and(20) for �(E) are the main results of the paper. Based on these formulaeone an alulate in a simple way exatly the thermodynami propertieslike entropy, spei� heat, transverse magnetization and stati transverselinear suseptibility (see for details [1℄). In that sense the presented ran-dom quantum spin model may serve as a referene model to study theinterplay of disorder and quantum e�ets. In partiular, it may be used totest approximations and/or alulations for �nite systems. As an exam-ple we present results for the density of states and the transverse magne-tization. In partiular, we �nd that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interationmay lead to a derease of the nonzero averaged transverse magnetizationat zero averaged transverse �eld that appears due to orrelated disorder.It is known [6{9℄ that in the non-random ase the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriyainteration leads to spetaular hanges in the spin orrelations and their



7 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔ

Figure 1. The density of states (desribed by Eq. (15)) (Figs. 1a, 1b) andthe transverse magnetization �mz versus 
0 at � = 1000 (Figs. 1, 1d)at �xed J0 = 1, � = 1 and a = �1:01 (Figs. 1a, 1) or a = 1:01 (Figs. 1b,1d). The short-dashed urves orrespond to D = 0, long-dashed urvesto D = 1 and the solid urves to D = 2.
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Figure 2. The density of states (desribed by Eq. (15)) (Figs. 2a, 2b) andthe transverse magnetization �mz versus 
0 at � = 1000 (Figs. 2, 2d)at �xed D = 0, � = 1 and a = �1:01 (Figs. 2a, 2) or a = 1:01 (Figs. 2b,2d). The short-dashed urves orrespond to J0 = 1, long-dashed urvesto J0 = 1:5 and the solid urves to J0 = 2.



9 ðÒÅ�ÒÉÎÔdynamis. However, the rigorous onsideration of orrelated disorder inthis paper is restrited to thermodynami quantities based on the den-sity of states. The e�et of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interation on thespin orrelations and their dynamis in the presene of orrelated disor-der may be studied numerially [13℄.The authors thank the University of Magdeburg and the DeutsheForshungsgemeinshaft (projet Ri615/1-2) for support of the presentstudy. The paper was presented at the XXth IUPAP International Con-ferene on Statistial Physis (Paris, 1998). O.D. is grateful to the GrantCommittee for a �nanial support for attending the Conferene.AppendixUsually, to solve the set of translationally invariant equations (19) oneperforms the Fourier transformation with respet to the site indies.However, the desired Green funtions G�nn(!) (and hene �(E)) an beobtained apparently in a more straightforward manner with the help ofontinued frations. It is a simple matter to show on the basis of Eq.(19) that G�nn(!) = 1! � 
0 � i j a j �� 2� ;� = Æ! � 
0 � i j a j �� Æ!�
0�ijaj�� . . . ;Æ = 14 �J2 +D20 � �2 � 2i sgn(a) �D0� : (21)Sine the periodi ontinued fration � satis�es the equation � =Æ!�
0�ijaj��� it an be easily alulated and as a resultG�nn(!) = 1q(! � 
0 � i j a j �)2 � 4Æ2 : (22)Substituting this result into (8) one obtains (20).Referenes1. O. Derzhko and J. Rihter, Phys. Rev. B 55, 14298 (1997).
ICMP{02{12E 102. E. Lieb, T. Shultz, and D. Mattis, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 16, 407 (1961).3. W. John and J. Shreiber, Phys. Status Solidi B 66, 193 (1974);J. Rihter, K. Handrih, and J. Shreiber, Phys. Status Solidi B 68,K61 (1975);J. Rihter, J. Shreiber, and K. Handrih, Phys. Status Solidi B 74,K125 (1976);J. Rihter, Phys. Status Solidi B 87, K89 (1978);J. Rihter, Phys. Status Solidi B 99, K13 (1980);K. Handrih and S. Kobe, Amorphe Ferro- und Ferrimagnetika(Aademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1980) (in German).4. L. L. Gon�alves and A. P. Vieira, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 177-181,79 (1998).5. O. Derzhko and T. Krokhmalskii, J. Phys. Stud. (L'viv) 2, (1998).6. V. M. Kontorovih and V. M. Tsukernik, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 52,1446 (1967) (in Russian).7. Th. J. Siskens, H. W. Capel, and K. J. F. Gaemers, Physia A 79,259 (1975);Th. J. Siskens and H. W. Capel, Physia A 79, 296 (1975).8. O. Derzhko and A. Moina, Ferroeletris 153, 49 (1994);O. V. Derzhko and A. Ph. Moina, Cond. Matt. Phys. (L'viv) 3, 3(1994).9. O. Derzhko, T. Krokhmalskii, and T. Verkholyak, J. Magn. Magn.Mater. 157/158, 421 (1996).10. O. Derzhko and T. Verkholyak, Phys. Status Solidi B 200, 255(1997);O. V. Derzhko and T. M. Verkholyak, Low Temp. Phys. 23, 733(1997).11. Th. J. Siskens and P. Mazur, Physia A 71, 560 (1974).12. F. R. Gantmahjer, Tjeorija Matriz (Nauka, Moskwa, 1967) (in Rus-sian);R. Bellman, Introdution to Matrix Analysis (MGraw-Hill, NewYork, 1960).13. O. Derzhko and T. Krokhmalskii, Phys. Status Solidi B 208, 221(1998).
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